#critlib 2017-08-08: Hip Hop Librarianship

Archive of the August 8 2017 #critlib chat on the Hip Hop Librarian Consortium and their work with hip hop pedagogy, moderated by @KaiAlexisSmith @NicestLibrarian & @maxmacias. For more info about #critlib, including past and future chats, visit http://critlib.org/

Reminder: Join @NicestLibrarian @maxmacias & me for a #critlib chat on Hip Hop pedagogy tonight at 9pm EDT/ 6pm PDT critlib.org/hip-hop-librar... pic.twitter.com/0PNkvHT64w

Ryan P. Randall @foureyedsoul

Not sure I can make tonight's chat, but just realized my very first intro to #critlib was probably on Boogie Down Production's "Edutainment"
Keisha @ThatLibraryChic
Haven't been able to do a #critlib chat. Gonna try and do this one. Looking forward! #librarylife twitter.com/violetbfox/sta...

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah @tttkay
i haven't been to a #critlib chat in years but this #hiphop one def caught my eye! critlib.org/hip-hop-librar...

7 MONTHS AGO

Jasmine @blkliblady
Looking forward to participating in my first #critlib tonight

7 MONTHS AGO

Geeked for #CritLib chat re #HipHopLibrarianship w/ @KaiAlexisSmith & @maxmacias. in 15 min, will be v appropriate: youtu.be/6UebZYsvtec

CRAIG ARTHUR @NICESTLIBRARIAN · 7 MONTHS AGO
Jasmine @blklilblady

I love when the things I love intersect #hiphoplibrarianship #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur @NicestLibrarian

#critlibhh #critlib To get started, @KaiAlexisSmith & @maxmacias felt like we needed to come up with some sort of definition of hip hop

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox @violetbfox

.@KaiAlexisSmith @NicestLibrarian & @maxmacias are using hashtag #critlibhh tonight! To post anonymously: script.google.com/macros/s/AKfyc... #critlib twitter.com/KaiAlexisSmith...

7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur @NicestLibrarian

#critlibhh #critlib How do you define hip hop?

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox @violetbfox

RT @maxmacias #critlibhh #critlib What is hip hop culture? How does it relate to information science?

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah @tttkay

apart from the 5 elements? #critlibhh twitter.com/NicestLibraria...

7 MONTHS AGO
Violet Fox 🦃
@violetbfox

Here for the #critlib chat on hip hop pedagogy? Please introduce yourself! Follow along at #critlibhh too.

7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian

@tttkay Both/and? For those not knowing, what are the elements? #critlibhh #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

as an archivist i think of hip hop as an archival record, a form of memory making, oral history #critlibhh twitter.com/violetbfox/sta...

7 MONTHS AGO

Morgan
@msmorangel

@violetbfox Hey, I'm Morgan. This is my first #critlib chat.

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox 🦃
@violetbfox

@msmorangel Welcome! The mods are using two hashtags tonight, so be sure to check both #critlibhh #critlib. Starting off with cultural definitions.

7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

#critlib Hip hop is subculture started by marginalized black & brown people in the bronx to voice how they were being oppressed. #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO
Hey #critlib #critlibhh a bit late due to computer network issues. Academic librarian in CA.

Craig Arthur @NicestLibrarian

#critlib #critlibhh After some discussion, @maxmacias & @KaiAlexisSmith & I thought the best way to define it was by the creative practices

Craig Arthur @NicestLibrarian

#critlib #critlibhh as well as by the communities that created and nurtured it

Keisha @ThatLibraryChic

Hello, it’s been a hot min since I’ve done a twitter chat. Teen Lib saying hello from ‘Jersey by way of JM&TT #critlib #hiphop librarianship

bibliotekah @tttkay

hi! i’m t-kay, archivist, librarian, dj based at/in UC/LA, working on hiphop project in Cuba #critlibhh twitter.com/violetbfox/sta...

Jasmine @blkliblady

@violetbfox this is my 1st #critlib I’m about to start my MLS in just a few weeks and I work at an academic library
Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

#critlibhh #critlib. these are the 4 elements: MCing, DJing, Graffiti (muralist) & breakdancers

7 MONTHS AGO

Carrie Wade
@TheGnarrator

Sup #critlib! I am carrie; Academic librarian at-large in midwestern US.

7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian

#critlib #critlibhh or even better by recognizing hh w/ all its stylistic diversity - as 1 of greatest cultural forces of the last 40yrs

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox 📚
@violetbfox

#critlib lurkers, please say hi! What's your relationship with hip hop? What would you like to know about hip hop librarianship? #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Ryan P. Randall
@foureyedsoul

Hi #critlib #critlibhh! I'm Ryan, and I'm an instruction librarian at a community college. Mostly listening in tonight.

7 MONTHS AGO

Curtis Tenney
@CurtisTenney

Following #critlibhh #critlib tonight. Looking forward to the convo.

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

and arguably most importantly, knowledge! #critlibhh #critlib twitter.com/KaiAlexisSmith...
Craig Arthur  
@NicestLibrarian

#critlib #critlibhh the 4/5/etc elements that @tttkay are references to the creative practices that are the foundation of hh's origin story

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox 🦊  
@violetbfox

@blklblady Welcome Jasmine, glad to have you! Feel free to ask questions & respond to any of the moderators' comments/ questions! #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur  
@NicestLibrarian

#critlib #critlibhh 1.) DJing 2.) Bboying/Breaking 3.) MCing 4.) Graffiti art (this one is debatable) 5.) Beatboxing & the list goes on

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox 🦊  
@violetbfox

Great question! RT @maxmacias Is graffiti tagging related to tagging folksonomies? #critlibhh #Critlib If so, how? Why does this matter?

7 MONTHS AGO

Carrie Wade  
@TheGnarrator

My big Q for #critlib is how has Hip Hop has shaped your identity throughout life and how have you integrated that into librarianship?

7 MONTHS AGO

Carrie Wade  
@TheGnarrator

I and many other librns seem to have strong roots in punk, so I'm interested in how diff music heritages impact your praxis #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO
Morgan
@msmorangel
@violetbfox How do you infuse hip Hop into information literacy and teaching? infuse hip Hop into information literacy and teaching? #critlib #critlibhh
7 MONTHS AGO

Jasmine
@blklilbad
@NicestLibrarian @tttkay the digitization of music and social media have drastically impacted the elements and the community in which the culture began. #critlibhh
7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian
#critlib #critlibhh Hip Hop is usually credited to Jamaican immigrant @DjKoolHer in 1973 S. Bronx
7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith
@TheGnarrator #critlib #critlibhh Hip hop was life for me when I lived in Brooklyn. It infused my art and my world.
7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian
#critlibhh #critlib young Black and Brown folks found ways to turn modes of consumption into means of production
7 MONTHS AGO

Chelsea Heinbach
@chelseaheinbach
Hey #critlib #critlibhh! I'm chelsea, an academic librarian in Santa Barbara, CA. Here to lurk/listen/learn tonight!
7 MONTHS AGO
as brasile studies librarian, i started bldg up our hiphop resources in our lib - cds, books, serials #critlibhh #critlib twitter.com/TheGnarrator/s...

Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian

#critlib #critlibhh for example, while DJs had existed since the 60s, @DjKoolHerc birthed hip hop by not just mixing records together

Jessica Schomberg
@schomj

Originally I enjoyed hiphop as a consumer (Yo MTV Raps growing up!). That led me to Black feminism and anti-racism #critlib twitter.com/TheGnarrator/s...

Dr.EB
@LNBel

Hi #critlib #critlibhh NYC CUNY librarian here, have to say its been a while since I answered a HH ref question.

bibliotekah
@tttkay

also outreached to students doing hh research to see what they needed + collect their field research materials on hiphop #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/TheGnarrator/s...

Lisa Hubbell
@lisahubbell

@NicestLibrarian Easy to tie this into the ACRL Framework, if hip hop or similar processes of creation are familiar as a starting point. #critlibhh #critlib
but rather, he took two copies of the records and looped (or played back to back seamlessly) the best parts.

---

Shake Up Your Library - Using Hip Hop and Rap to Attract Teens and New Adults: A Symposium for Youth Services Librarians.

- **Event Information**
  - **Date:** Friday, June 1, 2012 - 8:00am to 5:00pm
  - **Event Type:** Non-LibraryLinkNJ Event
  - **Event Category:** Professional/Personal Development

Was brand new lib when I attended

& walked away w/ tons of ideas. More #libraries should consider incl this as PD #critlib pic.twitter.com/KVBkQ0tKnV

---

when digital sampling came around in the 80s, it was ultimately just an easier way to do what hh DJs had been doing
one of the LA county public libraries hosts DJ workshops for kids w/ local DJs. <3 that outreach strategy! #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/TheGnarrator/s...

Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian

#critlib #critlibhh librarians like to talk about "scholarship as a conversation" - hip hop proves that popular culture is too

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

Now that I live on the West coast I use hip hop to bring a campus together after the election. #critlib #critlibhh

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

#critlib #critlibhh Through the Hip Hop and Activism conference on my campus.

Dr.EB
@LNBel

But I hope everyone knows about this awesome collection @CornellHipHop rmc.library.cornell.edu/hiphop/ #critlib #critlibhh

Jessica Schomberg
@scornj

@maxmacias Which creates opportunities to discuss/critique copyright ownership, creator rights, and authority control of named creators #critlib
Morgan
@msmorangel

#critlibhh I'm Morgan. I'm an assistant library director at an HBCU. I as teach freshman orientation. I'm really enjoying the chat.

7 MONTHS AGO

Keisha
@ThatLibraryChic

@TheGnarrator I use it ALL of the time w/ my teens. Def helps that I work in a diverse comm; so many teaching pts when ref hip hop #critlibhh #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox
@violetbfox

@maxmacias Answering this #critlib #critlibhh q about graffiti tagging & folksonomy tagging: both are community-oriented, share info about creator.

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox
@violetbfox

@maxmacias Tagging: both are shaped by others' creations/categorizations to varying extent. Both can be straightforward or cryptic. #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Jessica Schomberg
@schomj

@NicestLibrarian Which makes things like Genius so helpful for doing close reads of rap songs! genius.com #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO

Lisa Hubbell
@lisahubbell

#critlib #critlibhh @maxmacias blogged about remix in hip hop, Web 2.0 and scholarship. lowriderlibrarian.blogspot.com/2009/02/hip-ho...

7 MONTHS AGO
RT @maxmacias #critlib #critlibhh How does info diffusion work in the Hip Hop community? Samples, concepts, ideas are shared & taken in.

7 MONTHS AGO

Ryan P. Randall
@foureyed_soul

Listened to tons of electro & hip-hop in the 80s, then got more into house, jungle, punk, & other diy scenes in the 90s. #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/TheGnarrator/s...

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox
@violetbfox

Good question! Resources: critlib.org/hip-hop-librar... Moderators, what would you say to someone wanting to get involved? #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/lgunt2001/sta...

7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

Craig is leading the Hip Hop Librarian's consortium Discussion group. That's a great place to start. #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox
@violetbfox

@KaiAlexisSmith Where is that? Is it publicly available? #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

@violetbfox @KaiAlexisSmith also interested! #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO
Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

Join the HHLC Discussion group through #ACRL here: ala.org/acrl/aboutacrl... #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox 🦋
@violetbfox

@KaiAlexisSmith Direct link to ACRL Hip Hop Librarian Consortium Discussion Group email list: lists.ala.org/sympa/info/acr... #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

i organized an artist residency w/ hh group fr cuba which included class visits + public events at our lib #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/TheGNarrator/s...

7 MONTHS AGO

Dr.EB
@LNBel

A- when we were getting many more HH ref questions from students doing urban ethnography we increased collection of HH books #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO

Lisa Hubbell
@lisahubbell

@NicestLibrarian Some commonalities: Having a fragment of an idea stuck in your head, working from a source and making it your own. #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

maxmacias ⚡️
@maxmacias

#critlib #critlibhh One can tell the style, or era or even the neighborhood the tagger is from by the metadata. #LIS

7 MONTHS AGO
bibliotekah @tttkay

residency model could work well w/ local artists too. would ❤️ to see artists mine spec coll for inspiration/samples #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/TheGnarrator/s...

7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith @KaiAlexisSmith

The hip hop Librarians Consortium put together a book you can view here: hiphoplibrarianship.wordpress.com #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Dr.EB @LNBel

Hip Hop appears in a keyword subject headings search - there's a lot of good titles out there to acquire #critlibhh #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO

Ryan P. Randall @foureyedsoul

Similar to @schomj, hip-hop got me to anti-racism faster, plus primed me for feminism & other counterknowledges / theory. #critlib #critlib

7 MONTHS AGO

maxmacias @maxmacias

Being exposed to ideas that are not in books that you can't afford or don't have access to is vital! #critlib #critlibhh #Diffusion #history

7 MONTHS AGO

maxmacias @maxmacias

#HipHop can be educational when books and other teachers are scarce! #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO
@NicestLibrarian Other means of creation are not just a gateway for teaching academic discourse, can also shape conversation. #critlib #critlichh

Kai Alexis Smith @KaiAlexisSmith
Hip Hop Pedagogy "an examination of the way hip-hop constructs discourse, the way it produces..." #critlib #critlichh

Kai Alexis Smith @KaiAlexisSmith
"...rhetorical meaning through its complex method of digital sampling, and how such a rhetoric functions..." #critlib #critlichh

Kai Alexis Smith @KaiAlexisSmith
"...within the scope of argumentation" (Jeff Rice, 2003, p. 454) jstor.org/stable/3594173... #critlib #critlichh

Violet Fox @violetbfox
Love the idea of making metadata understandable through graffiti. Demonstrates organic approach to metadata elements! #critlib #critlichh twitter.com/maxmacias/stat...

bibliotekah @tttkay
word! i appreciate learning thru hh abt daily life in places where there's a lot of misinformation ie cuba, palestine #critlib #critlichh twitter.com/maxmacias/stat...
Lisa Hubbell
@lisahubbell
#critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/NicestLibrarian...
7 MONTHS AGO

maxmacias 🎙️🎧
@maxmacias
#critlib #critlibhh Does your #Makerspace have DJ equipment? #Outreach #HipHop
7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotakah
@tttkay
i think ucla music library is working towards that! #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/maxmacias/stat...
7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith
@maxmacias Not at my campus but that would be a great addition to a makerspace #critlib #critlibhh
7 MONTHS AGO

maxmacias 🎙️🎧
@maxmacias
@NicestLibrarian What equipment does a makerspace need to set up a DJ environment? #critlib #critlibhh
7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith
Would be a beneficial as well for music departments teaching modern music. #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/maxmacias/stat...
7 MONTHS AGO
@KaiAlexisSmith @maxmacias We circulate DJ equipment (unfortunately not turntables - I’m old - but a controller) & a sampler/drum machine at my pow #critlib #critlibhh

Ryan P. Randall @foureyedsoul
@NicestLibrarian @schomj @TheGnarrator @whosampled Samples might be great way to talk about citation / quotation / how new meanings can happen w/ reuse & new contexts. #critlib #critlibhh

maxmacias @maxmacias
@foureyedsoul @NicestLibrarian @schomj @TheGnarrator @whosampled I would use Socrates, then Plato and then Aristotle—they were all remixing ideas....#critlib #critlibhh

Jessica Schomberg @schomj
@maxmacias @foureyedsoul @NicestLibrarian @TheGnarrator @whosampled Or languages and linguistics elements! (I mostly work with those areas 😊) #critlib

Jessica Schomberg @schomj
@maxmacias @foureyedsoul @NicestLibrarian @TheGnarrator @whosampled A semiotic analysis of graffiti in the context of hip hop sounds like a fun project to assign my imaginary students #dreaming #critlib

Violet Fox @violetbfox
Would like to read more about which tagging/graffiti metadata elements emerged over time; what was added & what subsides #critlib #critlibhh
@violetbfox I'm going to write a chapter on this in an upcoming book on Authority Control. #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Ryan P. Randall
@foureyedsoul

@violetbfox @maxmacias Can't wait to read that, Max! @maxmacias #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

have there been any hip-hop keynotes at LAM conferences? #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

@maxmacias @NicestLibrarian dope! where was the presentation? @nomadiflaco did a great one at #saa17. i did one at #salalm15. #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Keisha 🏳️
@ThatLibraryChic

@MrChuckD was the keynote for symposium I once attended. Phenomenal is an understatement. #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/tttkay/status/...

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

@ThatLibraryChic @MrChuckD dope! which symposium was that? #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO
@maxmacias @NicestLibrarian ala got henry rollins, lets get @questlove next time! #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Or better yet @MosDefOfficial or @TalibKweli #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/tttkay/status/

7 MONTHS AGO

#Remixes are also psychological. They can evoke feeling, tastes, and times from afar. #critlib #critlibhh This is a fascinating aspect...

7 MONTHS AGO

@NicestLibrarian @maxmacias @nomadicflaco @OnlineNW @WILU2017 @loex_library 
@VirginiaLibrary that’s dope!! i’ve DJ’d in the library but never at a presentation haha. that’s
next level! #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

@tttkay @maxmacias @nomadicflaco @OnlineNW @WILU2017 @loex_library 
@VirginiaLibrary If I can do it, you can do it! Its just hard to get enough time to set up and tear
down tbh #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

@NicestLibrarian @TheLibraryChic @MrChuckD i’ve never gone to ACRL tbh! i fully support
party idea tho! @AV Preserve threw one at #saa17 & rented turntables for me! #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO
Lisa Hubbell @lisahubbell
@maxmacias Lots of K-12 assignments use audio, video, presentation tools for #remixes How much of this in higher ed? #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

maxmacias @maxmacias
Try thinking about fusion groups like Sublime—they were able to turn out two sets of people to 2 diff. cultures. #Punk #critlib #Critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Amelia Gibson @AmeliaNGibson
The more I think about it, the more I think an honest answer would be too expansive and too personal for twitter. Even for #critlib.

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox @violetbfox
Thoughts on whether other pedagogical frameworks could provide similar insight into remix &/or social justice issues? #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox @violetbfox
So much respect for Hip Hop Librarian Consortium--I wonder if others could create similar programming around other topix #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox @violetbfox
But I also think HHLRC has recognized that hip hop remix/sampling culture has so many pertinent parallels with #infolit. #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO
Leaving this here. #critlib #critlibhh Bone Thugs-n-Harmony | Tha Crossroads | Sesame Street Version youtube.com/watch?v=fkgvRM...

KEISHA 📚 @THATLIBRARYCHIC · 7 MONTHS AGO

maxmacias 🎨🎨🎨
@maxmacias

think about #HipHop how you can use it to interpret, analyze, share and make things in the lib & for the lib community! #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Lisa Hubbell
@lisahubbell

#critlib #critlibhh Recent panel at #AAAM2017 talked about how much hip hop is used in black museums. twitter.com/MuseumsP12/sta...

7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay

im curious how hip hop librarian consortium came into being! #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/violetbfox/sta...

7 MONTHS AGO
Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian
@tttkay #critlib #critlibhh the consortium came out of a @ALA_ACRL roundtable proposal
7 MONTHS AGO

Keisha
@ThatLibraryChic
From #storytime to panel discussions, hip hop is for everyone! #critlib #critlibhh twitter.com/thatlibrarychi...
7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith
Organizing Hip Hop symposiums where faculty from various depts partner with the library to discuss various issues... #critlib #critlibhh
7 MONTHS AGO

bibliotekah
@tttkay
V cool! glad yall did this #critlib, it hadn't crossed my radar otherwise! guess ive been stuck in archives world #critlibhh twitter.com/NicestLibraria...
7 MONTHS AGO

Craig Arthur
@NicestLibrarian
@tttkay @ALA_ACRL #critlib #critlibhh - we knew that each of us were doing hh based programming, so why not talk about it with each other and share ideas?
7 MONTHS AGO

Chido Ranch Doritos
@icorules
@NicestLibrarian @KaiAlexisSmith @MosDefOfficial @TalibKweli @LILBTHEBASEDGOD All #critlib should be blessed and based
7 MONTHS AGO
@NicestLibrarian @ALA_ACRL that’s dope! glad to connect + learn from yall here #critlib #critlibhh

Thank you all for your time. We hope you enjoyed it and it made you think. #critlib #critlibhh
@NicestLibrarian @KaiAlexisSmith

including visual literacy and information consumption and literacy. #critlib #critlibhh

@tttkay #critlib #critlibhh shouts out to @kymizsofly @forrestfoster @nomadicflaco @PeaBriddy and others not #onhere

@tkttkay #critlib #critlibhh can i just brag for one sec and say that lil b follows our library's twitter account?! jajaja i have no idea why #critlib #critlibhh

@KaiAlexisSmith

We work with a Hip Hop student group on campus too #critlib #critlibhh
@maxmacias @NicestLibrarian @KaiAlexisSmith holy smokes that hour went fast #critlib
#critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

@maxmacias 🥕HASHEDожет
@maxmacias

#critlib next time I'll have my twitter account unlocked ahead of time. Thank you all! #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

Wow! we are done. its been great! thanks everyone. #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox 🔸
@violetbfox

Huge thanks to moderators @maxmacias @NicestLibrarian @KaiAlexisSmith! Lots of good resources at critlib.org/hip-hop-librar... #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Kai Alexis Smith
@KaiAlexisSmith

Everyone please stay in touch and support. Look forward to seeing you in the discussion group #critlib #critlibhh

7 MONTHS AGO

Keisha 🤝
@ThatLibraryChic

Also great for PL’s to collab w/ other pub libs & academic libs. #outreach #critlib #critlibhh
twitter.com/kailexissmith...

7 MONTHS AGO
Craig Arthur  
@NicestLibrarian  
@tttkay @maxmacias @KaiAlexisSmith #critlib #critlibhh few things: hiphoplibrarianship.wordpress.com Max’s blog lowriderlibrarian.blogspot.com/2015/03/inform... | Kai’s HH & Activism lg: libguides.library.cpp.edu/hiphopandact  
7 MONTHS AGO

Lisa Hubbell  
@lisahubbell  
Thanks @KaiAlexisSmith @maxmacias @NicestLibrarian for inspiring #critlib #critlibhh convo. How to weave into one-shot activities...  
7 MONTHS AGO

Lisa Hubbell  
@lisahubbell  
@KaiAlexisSmith @maxmacias @NicestLibrarian Didn’t mean that as a question, but as an inspiration for all of us to keep thinking about. #critlib #critlibhh  
7 MONTHS AGO

Morgan  
@msmorangel  
@violetbfox #critlib critlibhh Hip hop sampling could be used to teach citing sources.  
7 MONTHS AGO

Violet Fox 🦊  
@violetbfox  
@msmorangel That’s totally part of their info literacy approach: moving beyond punitive "cite or fail" to understanding conventions. #critlib #critlibhh  
7 MONTHS AGO
Important takeaway fr #critlib #hiphop librarianship chat - @sesamestreet & @bonethugsmusic! youtube.com/watch?v=fkvgRM... Thx @ThatLibraryChic!

bibliotekah @tttkay

#critlib #critlibhh for anyone in the LA area who wants to join us to talk abt archives + hiphop, peep the next @lacascollective book club! twitter.com/lacascollective/...

Keisha @ThatLibraryChic

Thanks to everyone for a great chat! Nice 'meeting' you all & exchanging ideas. 🤘that I'll rem to join next week! #critlibhh #critlib

Alonso Avila @nomadicflaco

@NicestLibrarian @tttkay @maxmacias Meant to be a part of the convo tonite, but I'll give a recap of #saa17 in our next meeting. Congrats on the #critlib #critlibhh convo!
@violetbfox EDM would function in the same way though far less has been written academically about the social justice aspect of it. #critlib

#HipHop Studies minor at Columbia College Chicago colum.edu/academics/inte... #critlib #critlibhh pic.twitter.com/n3h7nOEryY

Cool! #IRDLScholar, Kai facilitated an exciting #critlib chat. twitter.com/KaiAlexisSmith...